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Ready to begin...
Dialing in Accuracy in Early Stage Estimates:
Chad Chapman & Rachael Personius
Currie & Brown
How to Do More with Less: Walter Tarr, TW Group & ProjectControls.online
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Owner's Tool - LAWA Project Cost Applications
Y. C. Wang & Ditas Bernardo
Los Angeles World Airports
Rodney Percival
Lenax Construction Services - at LAWA
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Owner Use of Data Analytics to Control Costs in Construction and Facilities Management
Jagan Singh
Judicial Council of California
Delay & Acceleration - How to Avoid Headaches
John Armstrong
Rider Levett Bucknall
Transforming Sloppy Historical Cost Data into a Pot of Gold
Karan Shah, Chetan Surana, Jeff Sawyer
The Simplar Institute, Arizona State University
Oh, Crap! Change Management
Diane Pierson
LKG-CMC, Inc.
More Cautionary Tales in Scheduling
Chandrani Havalder
CH Scheduling Services
Mark Stapke
Stapke Law LLP

Case Study 1
BASELINE SCHEDULE WITH MULTIPLE CRITICAL PATHS

Where should I go? – Alice
That depends on where you want to end up. – Cheshire Cat
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